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Abstract: This paper explores how landscape research can contribute to our understanding of
why integrated protected area concepts like biosphere reserves get less recognition than national
parks. In this regard, we analysed policy documents and online communication of biosphere
reserves and national parks, conducted qualitative interviews with conservation professionals and
volunteers as well as participant observation in order to identify and compare narratives that guide
the communication and perception of both protected area categories. The results show how national
parks offer a clear interpretation of space by building on landscape stereotypes and creating landscape
legibility and experience-ability through touristification. National Parks also experience conflicts
about proper management and combine a variety of goals, often including regional development.
Nevertheless, their narrative is unambiguous and powerful. Biosphere reserves, on the other hand,
have an image problem that is essentially due to the difficulty of communicating their objectives.
They confront the difficult task of creating a vision that combines development and conservation
while integrating contrarious landscape stereotypes. We argue for a fundamental engagement with
protected area narratives, as this improves understanding of protected areas’ transformative potential.
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1. Introduction: Protected Areas as a Way of Conceptualising
Human-Nature Relationships

Protected areas are a way of conceptualising and organising the human-nature re-
lationship [1,2]. West et al. have argued in a much-discussed essay that protected areas
increasingly determine our social perspective on nature [2]. They consider protected areas
“a way of seeing, understanding, and producing nature (environment) and culture (society)
and as a way of attempting to manage and control the relationship between the two“ [2].
The Convention on Biological Diversity is currently setting biodiversity targets for the
decade up to 2030. Similar to the biodiversity strategy of the European Union, they provide
for an expansion of the existing system of protected areas [3,4]. The expansion and hence
the influence of protected areas has increased in the past [5,6] and will probably do so in
the future. But not all protected areas are the same. Different historical and geographical
contexts have produced a variety of protected area and nature conservation concepts [7–9].
The concept of biosphere reserves has for a long time been regarded as promising because it
pursues the approach of combining nature conservation and development [10–15]. Recently
there have been calls to recognise biosphere reserves in the global post-2020 biodiversity
framework [16]. However, Biosphere reserves seem to be much less known than, for ex-
ample, national parks [10]. The lack of public awareness is problematic because biosphere
reserves, due to their integrative approach, are more dependent on broad participation than
other protected areas. The situation can be well illustrated by the example of Germany:
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despite 17 comparatively well-equipped biosphere reserves administrations and support
from the national level, the general public is hardly aware of the objectives of biosphere
reserves. The Ministry of the Environment of the Federal Republic of Germany conducts a
study on ‘nature awareness’ at regular intervals. Among other things, this study surveys
the awareness of protected area categories. According to this study, the term ‘biosphere
reserve’ is significantly less known among the respondents than, for example, the terms
‘national park’, ‘nature park’ or ‘nature reserve’ [17].

Following the landscape research of authors such as Tuan [1], Cosgrove and Daniels [18],
Duncan and Duncan [19], Kühne [20,21] and the anthropological perspective on protected
areas by West et al. [2], the designation of a protected area (or biosphere reserve) can be un-
derstood as an attempt to establish an interpretation of space by organising the human-nature
relationship according to a nature conservation concept. If we understand protected area
concepts as interpretations of space or landscape, then we can ask how these interpretations
are communicated and how they are embedded in a larger context—How their social meaning
is created or justified. A promising approach for this purpose is the concept of narrative. The
analysis of narratives and public perceptions is more common and more advanced in climate
research [22–26] than in the field of biodiversity conservation, but the concept of narratives
has already been used to analyse conservation concepts; for example, by Abelson [27] and
by Hutton et al. [28], who contrast integrative and exclusionary conservation concepts and
state that “changes in narratives have had profound impacts upon conservation and nat-
ural resource management, livelihood strategies and political processes” [28]. Shultis and
Heffner also compare different protected area concepts, contrasting wilderness and cultural
landscape narratives [9]. In this article, we compare how biosphere reserves and national
parks are narrated in order to explain why biosphere reserves receive less recognition than
national parks.

2. Theoretic Background on Landscape, Protected Areas, and Narratives
2.1. Difficulties in Comparing Biosphere Reserves and National Parks

National parks and biosphere reserves exist globally. Both are implemented at the
national level, which is why generalising statements regarding their goals, conservation
strategies, and narratives are potentially problematic. The spread of the national park idea
can be understood as the spread of an innovation that was flexibly adapted to different
national contexts [29]. Biosphere reserves, on the other hand, are the result of an interna-
tional programme by the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). The concept of national parks has also been standardised to a certain extent
by the International Union for Conservation of Nature’s (IUCN) protected area categories,
which were initially understood in descriptive but increasingly normative terms [2], but
there is still a wide variety of different international understandings of the concept of a na-
tional park [30,31]. Despite a variety of different national concepts, national parks usually
focus clearly on nature conservation, whereas the concept of biosphere reserves aims at
integrating nature conservation and sustainable development. According to IUCN criteria,
biosphere reserves are not considered protected areas for this reason. The IUCN defines
protected areas according to whether nature conservation is the primary management
objective of at least 75% of the area [31,32]. In the case of biosphere reserves, therefore, only
some areas (the core areas and, where applicable, the buffer zones) would meet the IUCN
criterion. Notwithstanding this, German nature conservation law, for example, defines
both biosphere reserves and national parks as large-scale protected areas.

2.2. Perspectives of Landscape Research on Protected Areas

Beyond the formalistic questions of comparability, a comparison of biosphere reserves
and national parks seems fruitful for another reason. At this point, we would like to adopt
the perspective on protected areas described by West et al. and understand protected
areas as “a way of seeing, understanding, and producing nature (environment) and culture
(society) and as a way of attempting to manage and control the relationship between the
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two“ [2]. With a focus on the different concepts of protected areas, the question then
arises: What understanding of the relationship between societies and their environment
respectively do national parks and biosphere reserves express? And how do they do this?

West et al.’s understanding of protected areas complements developments in land-
scape research since the 1970s. Tuan explored the role of symbolic meanings and narratives
in our understanding of landscapes [1]. Cosgrove and Daniels conceptualised landscape
as a “way of seeing” [33]. According to this, the landscape is not a neutral object whose
true character can be revealed by applying the right research methods. Rather, social
conventions and power relations, professional socialisations, and economic interests de-
termine what is called landscape [20,34]. This social dimension of the landscape has been
substantiated by linking landscape with literary and discourse research [19]. The European
Landscape Convention also takes this development into account—It defines landscape as:
“an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction
of natural and/or human factors” [35]. Different cultural backgrounds and socialisations
therefore also produce different understandings of landscape [36]. In the context of nature
conservation and protected areas, this also applies to the question of what is considered a
landscape worth protecting [37] and by what means it should be protected.

In the context of biodiversity conservation, the consideration of diverse cultural per-
spectives has recently been discussed in terms of “nature‘s contributions to people” [38–41]
which is conceived as an extension of the concept of ecosystem services [38,42]. While
this discussion is relevant to the evolution of protected areas, it does not focus on them
or comparatively addresses how different categories of protected areas conceptualise and
communicate the human-nature relationship.

Understanding protected area concepts as interpretations of landscape shifts the focus
towards communication and allows asking how their social meaning is created and justified.
A promising approach for this purpose is the concept of narrative, which we discuss in
more detail in the next paragraph.

2.3. Protected Areas and Narratives

Narratives are stories that we construct in order to help interpret and understand
facts as we perceive them [43]. Individual actors as well as organisations consciously or
unconsciously make use of narratives and thereby lend coherence to their ideas, actions,
and interpretations of the world [44]. Margaret Somers has demonstrated that narratives
also play a role in the constitution of identity, as “all of us come to be who we are (however
ephemeral, multiple, and changing) by being located or locating ourselves (usually uncon-
sciously) in social narratives rarely of our own making“ [45]. Narratives embed phenomena
in a context of meaning. They create clarity and serve to make complex situations under-
standable. It is important to note that narratives can be based equally on science, myth,
or religion. According to Flanagan [46] “evidence strongly suggests that humans in all
cultures come to cast their own identity in some sort of narrative form”, he concludes that
“we are inveterate story tellers“. Narratives structure political space, for example, in the
construction of identities by emphasising commonalities and differences [47]. Metaphors,
framing, and rhetorical figures are of particular importance for the connectivity and impact
of political narratives [48,49]. Gadinger et al. focus on narratives in the process of executing
political power, stating that “power is generated in political narratives mainly through the
introduction and appropriation of enthralling figures—The people or the state, for instance,
in whose name one claims to act or whose will one claims to follow [own translation]” [50].
Nature is also such a figure—but on what understanding of nature does national parks
and biosphere reserves build their narratives? And how can the influence or success of a
narrative be analysed or even enhanced?

2.4. The Analysis of Narratives

In this paper, we synthesise the results from policy analyses, qualitative interviews,
group interviews, and qualitative analysis of online communication that we have conducted
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over a period of two years. The intention of this combination of methods is to create a
comprehensive picture of the research subject [51] and to be able to reflect not just one
but several different aspects of protected area communication against the backdrop of
social science landscape theory. This approach should contribute to the goal of the paper,
to create a theory-based comparative reflection of the two concepts (national parks and
biosphere reserves).

In the analysis, we included the Lima Action Plan and previous UNESCO strate-
gies for the Man and the Biosphere Programme (MAB), various relevant IUCN publica-
tions [31,52–56], and the ordinances (or where not applicable other legal founding docu-
ments) of the German biosphere reserves and national parks. We conducted a qualitative
content analysis of the presentation of biosphere reserves and the MAB Programme on the
UNESCO website and of numerous websites of individual biosphere reserves, methodically
following Bryman [57], Nam [58], and Brooks and Waters [59], focusing on the “extent to
which certain themes were mentioned and represented” [59]. We participated online in the
UNESCO decision-making body meetings (MAB ICC) in 2020 and 2021 and documented
the presentation of 44 new biosphere reserves in the designation process.

Conservation professionals in governmental bureaucracies do a major part of the
discursive work of defining goals and courses of action for conservation. However, they be-
long to the least studied groups of stakeholders in environmental issues and debates [60,61].
We, therefore, conducted 34 qualitative interviews with 21 professionals in the field of the
national park and biosphere reserve management. We used the responsive interviewing
model of Rubin and Rubin [62] and the perspective of responsive interviewing as concep-
tualized by Girtler [63]. In some cases, several follow-up interviews at different intervals
and lengths were conducted. In Bavarian Forest National Park we have conducted group
interviews and surveys with 50 volunteers in two subsequent years (2020 and 2021) to
evaluate the narratives they rely on when referring to the national park. To compare the
reach of German national parks and biosphere reserves in social media, we have identified
the social media channels on which the protected areas achieve the greatest reach. All
protected areas with an active Facebook page have the highest number of followers there.
Many also run Instagram accounts but usually with far fewer followers. Other social media
channels are only operated by individual protected areas.

We analysed this material using a framework developed by Espinosa et al. [64].
Espinosa et al. looked at the possibilities and limitations of the strategic use of narratives
in environmental policy. They examine what characterises successful narratives and define
success as social dissemination and acceptance. Narratives are more effective the deeper
they are embedded in everyday communication and the more they structure discourses. For
example, when politicians feel compelled to take a stand on an issue in order to participate
in a discourse, this can be understood as a sign of the power and success of a narrative [65].
Espinosa et al. develop hypotheses about possible success factors [64]. The success factors
for narratives are adapted in the following:

• Actors—narratives are more successful when they are communicated by actors who
are recognised by the public as legitimate spokespersons. These do not have to be
people with authority in the traditional sense. Thus, the Fridays for Future movement
has gained particular weight due to the fact that it is pupils and students that are
fighting for their future and accusing the older generation of irresponsible behaviour.

• Connectivity—narratives are more successful when they fit into a dominant discourse
and into the recipients existing set of attitudes. Connectivity is greatly influenced by
metaphor. It makes a difference whether one speaks of global warming, climate change,
or climate crisis [49], or uses disease metaphors that relate to everyday experiences
such as: “The earth has a fever” [49] because each of these formulations triggers
different associations.

• Openness and ambiguity—narratives are more successful when they are open and
ambiguous. An impressive example is the rise of the term “biodiversity”. As Takacs
was able to show, even among the originators of this term there are different ideas of
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what exactly biodiversity means and should mean [66]. Ecologist David Ehrenfeld
is quoted by Takacs saying: “I think it‘s one of those wonderful catchwords like
sustainable development, that, because it‘s vaguely defined, has a broad appeal” [66].

• Communicability—narratives must be communicable. Narratives are easy to com-
municate if they have a comprehensible plot; for example, a clear definition of the
problem that also makes a possible solution apparent, a comprehensible juxtaposition
of good and evil as well as the acting personnel: hero, anti-hero, helper, gate-keeper.

In the following section, we compare national parks and biosphere reserves with
regard to the question: To what extent do they create narratives or are embedded in or
connected to successful narratives? In doing so, we examine how the concept of narrative
can help to explain the differences in public perception. With our focus on the narrative
aspect of protected area concepts, we address the broader question of how the social
significance of different types of protected areas emerges.

3. Results

As a starting point, we want to illustrate the communication of the areas by looking
at their reach on Facebook. Facebook is the social media platform on which the German
national parks and biosphere reserves currently achieve the greatest overall reach. As an
indicator of reach, we use the sum of subscriptions, i.e., the number of people who have
subscribed to the channel of the national park or biosphere reserve (followers). All German
biosphere reserves together had 18,870 followers on 29 June 2021, while all German national
parks had 92,142 followers on the same day. Figure 1 shows the top 5 Facebook pages
(national parks and biosphere reserves) sorted by the number of followers.
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While the Facebook page with the highest reach of the German national parks (Bavar-
ian Forest National Park) has over 25,000 followers, the biosphere reserve with the highest
reach (Swabian Alb) only has around 5000 followers. This overview does not allow for
detailed comparisons of the communicative success of individual protected areas, as it
ignores indicators such as the interaction rate. The simple picture merely serves to illustrate
a phenomenon that is well known among practitioners: Biosphere reserves reach a much
smaller audience than national parks. But how can we explain this and is there anything
that biosphere reserves can learn from the example of national parks? In the following, we
compare the narratives that underlie national parks and biosphere reserves and which, in
our view, explain the communicative success of the national parks. For this, a look at the
history and the conceptual foundations of both categories of areas is necessary and useful.
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3.1. National Parks: Leaving Space for Nature

The establishment of the first modern large-scale protected areas in the American West
was preceded by charging nature with meaning, which first was expressed in art [67] and
later in tourism [68–70]. Schama documents how the “Big Trees” (Redwoods and Giant
Sequoias) were interpreted as a symbol of the young nation, conveyed through paintings
and photographs, and how the establishment of protected areas was associated with great
political symbolism [67]. Since the writings of John Muir (1912), protected areas have been
“temples” and “cathedrals”—places of spirituality because “Everybody needs beauty as
well as bread, places to play in and pray in, where Nature may heal and cheer and give
strength to body and soul alike” [71]. From the beginning, the dichotomy of nature and
culture was an integral part, if not the foundation, of the national park concept. Indigenous
inhabitants were often displaced when protected areas were designated [72]. The fact
that the supposedly untouched nature (“wilderness”) was partly shaped by centuries
of indigenous land use was not noticed by the “founding fathers”, or they ignored it.
William Cronon described the ambiguity of this idea of nature conservation in his classic
essay “The Trouble with Wilderness”. He portrays the idea of wilderness and national
parks as a project of urban elites [73], just as the concept of nature as such seems to have
emerged independently in urban contexts in different parts of the world [74]. Cronon
problematises the concept of wilderness because, in his opinion, it further solidifies the
existing human-nature dichotomy and makes us forget that we are part of nature, which
impedes responsible action. At the same time, he credits the concept for teaching us
“otherness”: There is another measure than that of humans and not everything has to be
subordinated to human goals. This can teach us humility, which in turn can positively
affect responsible action.

The term “national park” spread rapidly from the United States of America, with the
concept being flexibly adapted to different national contexts [29]. Today, national parks
worldwide have very different objectives [8,30]. However, Gißibl identifies some features
that are important for understanding national parks in most national discourses, although
they have different dominant roles [29]. These are:

1. Size: National parks are usually very large protected areas.
2. They are usually associated with wilderness and the absence of human impact on

the landscape.
3. They are established at the highest political level, which gives weight and permanence

to the endeavour.
4. They are associated with tourism from the beginning.
5. There are multiple justifications for protection: aesthetically monumental, species

diversity, function as a learning and experience space for a society increasingly dis-
connected from nature.

6. The term national park itself: The protected area is regarded as being of national im-
portance.

In Germany, the development of the American national parks was followed with
admiration from the beginning [29], but the first German national park was not founded
until 1970. Since then, Germany has developed its own specific understanding of national
parks, which is publicly communicated today with the motto “Let nature be nature” [30,75].
Originally, conservationists did not consider the national park concept to be suitable for the
German region, which no longer had any large-scale “wilderness” due to the centuries-long
cultural imprint on the European landscape [29]. However, the establishment of the first
German national park set a development in motion that led to the adaptation of the national
park concept to the German context [30]. This process sparked the creation of today’s
German national park concept, which has a strong focus on the absence of human influence
and control. This approach is intended to lead to a recovery of nature by allowing “natural
processes” to take place and is therefore referred to as “process conservation”. Born out
of political conflicts over resource use and interference with ecological disturbances, the
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German national park concept is still strongly influenced by the idea of a sublime nature
that is superior to human planning.

3.1.1. Parkifying: Creating the National Park Experience

National parks were tourist icons from the beginning [67–69] and quickly became seals
of quality for scenic beauty in tourism. An important part of the work of many protected
area administrations is the visualisation of the protected area in space, the parkification.
Entrance gates and welcome signs guide drivers to visitor centres where information
is prepared for them to interpret what can be seen “outside”. Nature trails and ranger-
guided tours offer interpretations of the landscape and make it readable as a national park.
Sights are made accessible through boardwalks, treetop walks, or other infrastructure that
puts visitors in relationship to the scenery. Information signs show special features and
remind visitors of the vulnerability of the landscape. The clear spatial separation of nature
and human use makes national parks extraordinary places. Human use is limited to the
appreciation of nature and thus to tourism.

3.1.2. What Is Constituting the National Park Narrative and How Does It Fulfil the
Above-Mentioned Success Factors for Narratives?

Three statements constitute the national park narrative:

• National parks are places with special value and places of national importance. →
National parks are treasures.

• Nature has a (spiritual) value. → National parks stand for value in nature.
• National parks interpret nature through education, marked trails, visitor centres, etc.,

(parkification). → National parks stand for great experiences.

Now we want to take a closer look at how these statements are discursively embedded
and to what extent they fulfil the success factors for narratives that we have introduced
before. First, we have to acknowledge that national parks create a clear positioning. They
achieve this through an easily understandable problem structure: Humans are destroying
nature and therefore national parks present an equally easily understandable solution—a
space where nature can recover and where nature conservation is the priority (communica-
bility). Nevertheless, the narrative offers a great degree of openness. The question of which
conservation concept should be applied in these protected spaces, for example, is being
addressed in various national expert discourses—with quite different results [8,30]. The
concept postulates the primacy of nature conservation over other uses but thus remains as
open as the concept of “nature” itself (openness and ambiguity).

The national park concept reflects both the Christian dichotomy of man and nature [76]
and the romantic idealisation and spiritualisation of sublime nature. Especially the latter
usually comes in connection with a more or less far-reaching critique of civilisation [73].
National park administrations embed a rather limited part of the landscape into the larger
narrative of a civilisation that is destroying the planet. A society that thoughtlessly destroys
nature finds here the place where “nature takes back its rights”. National parks thus become
sacred places where the negative influence of humans remains locked out and therefore,
for once, does not unleash its destructive power. Numerous comments on social media
show that this narrative is inspiring for many visitors: “Nature does not need humans, it
regenerates itself if you let it,” reads the Facebook page of the Bavarian Forest National
Park [77,78].

Through the experience of national parks and their importance in tourism, the concept
appears as a kind of connection of the beautiful and the good (connectivity). In this
context, the environmental impacts of national park tourism (mobility issues, travelling
to the national park by car) are often ignored. Regarding the actors as a success factor
for narratives, we find that the conservation value of sublime nature in all its variations
is constantly reproduced in countless media. Especially documentaries inspire a large
audience for wild nature and wildlife conservation. They are often told as a journey to
one of the last and now endangered (nature) paradises. Thus, it is difficult to identify
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individual actors whose credibility would have to be assessed here. The idea that there are
spaces of special value (paradise) that need to be protected from human use is widespread
and probably leads many people to wish they could experience such paradises themselves.

As a conclusion to the national park narrative, we find that the success factors for
narratives are largely met.

3.2. Biosphere Reserves: Reconciliation of Nature and Humans

The much-praised concept of biosphere reserves looks simple, but on closer inspection,
it is much more complex than that of national parks. National parks create clarity in
many respects: The protection of nature has priority. Complicated questions such as the
landscape impacts of renewable energies do not even arise in most national parks. Their
goal is to protect what the respective society regards as nature. In this respect, national
parks can connect to many widespread and positively connoted landscape stereotypes.
Their supposedly undisturbed nature is constructed as a paradisiacal counterworld to the
urban jungle [1].

Biosphere reserves on the other hand aspire to be model regions for sustainable
development. In biosphere reserves, new solutions for global challenges are to be developed
at the local level. The currently valid strategy paper of the UNESCO biosphere reserves
is called the Lima Action Plan. It describes in detail that a model region for sustainable
development cannot be imposed from above, but must be shaped through participatory
processes in the region [79]. In Germany, biosphere reserves are legally anchored as
protected areas in nature conservation law. Thus, they are in most cases part of the state
nature conservation administration. However, biosphere reserves want to be more than
protected areas [80–82]. This is easy to write down, but difficult to implement, and it
is precisely here that one of the ‘sticking points’ of the concept can be located [82,83].
Conceptually, the most important distinguishing feature between biosphere reserves and
most other protected area categories is the so-called ‘Transition Area’. It is the supposed
conceptual strength of biosphere reserves. According to the UNESCO guidelines, biosphere
reserves consist of three zones: Core Area, Buffer Zone, and Transition Area. The biosphere
reserves the double task of conservation and development is conceptually structured by
this zoning model (Figure 2).
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In the Core Area, nature conservation is the primary goal. The Buffer Zone protects the
Core Area. In addition, however, there is a Transition Area—an area “where communities
foster socio-culturally and ecologically sustainable economic and human activities“ [85].
The three zones correspond, at least in part, to three functions that biosphere reserves
are supposed to fulfil: conservation, logistic support, and development [85]. Transition
Areas with their focus on socio-cultural and sustainable economic development (devel-
opment function) are a conceptual strength, as they expand the conventional protected
area concept [10,12]. Nature conservation is not considered in isolation, but integratively.
At the same time, the zoning model conceptually maintains spatial separation and makes
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it easy for practitioners to lose sight of the Transition Area in implementation. It is thus
not surprising that Transition Areas, together with the development function, are where
concept and reality diverge the most and expectations of the concept are the most difficult
to fulfil. The design of development in a Transition Area is much more complex than the
design of a purely protected area. This is the case simply because governance systems are
usually weak, especially outside the legally protected Core Areas and Buffer Zones [12,15].
This necessarily results from the broad objectives: Neither authority nor any other organ-
isation could combine all the necessary competencies required for sustainable regional
development. For a state-administered protected area, on the other hand, it is theoretically
and practically possible to combine all or at least many competencies relevant to nature
conservation and thus to control the development of the landscape itself—even if this
is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for successful management. In contrast,
economic development, especially if it is to meet ecological criteria of sustainability, cannot
be prescribed. In realising the development goals in the transition area, biosphere reserves
are therefore necessarily confronted with a higher level of governance fragmentation. The
realisation of development goals requires the commitment of many actors from different
sectors of society [86]. These actors must agree on goals that are then generally known.
Biosphere reserves must therefore mobilise public engagement even more than national
parks in order to achieve their objectives. At the same time, the conceptual circumstance of
a more fragmented governance architecture makes it more difficult to speak with one voice
and thus also affects the shaping of narratives [82].

3.2.1. Biosphere Reserves and the Cultural Landscape Narrative

The visual language of both UNESCO and numerous biosphere reserves emphasises
the aspect of tradition in forms of land use, customs, and products. If a space is interpreted
with reference to traditional forms of land use and landscape beauty, and if the impression
of a symbiosis of humans and nature is to be conveyed, the term cultural landscape is
often used. In the following, we will speak of the cultural landscape narrative. A cultural
landscape narrative can be contrasted with the separation of nature and culture [20,87].
For example, Shultis and Heffner, using the example of Canadian protected areas, suggest
that these should be understood as cultural landscapes, as this allows for the integration
of indigenous perspectives [9]. Concepts such as Biocultural Diversity [88] also pursue
this goal.

In former East Germany, several biosphere reserves and national parks were able to
be designated at once in the course of reunification. The biosphere reserves here were
designed to preserve cultural landscapes and were thus given a clear orientation. National
parks were responsible for the natural landscape and biosphere reserves for the cultural
landscape. The ‘cultural landscape’ narrative entails traditional agriculture, traditional
handicrafts, and quality products; for example, healthy, naturally produced food [89]. This
association of landscape, tradition, and enjoyment is one of the most common motifs in
tourism advertising [68,89] and is therefore familiar and relatable for a large number of
people. Like the wilderness narrative, the imagination of a cultural landscape as a rural
idyll is an urban projection [89]. The idea of an idealised cultural landscape goes back
further historically than the idealisation of wilderness. The idea of pastoral idylls dates
back to Greek and Roman antiquity. Renaissance landscape painting took up these motifs
and popularised them again [1,90]. The idyll and the decaying but still visible traces of
an idealised past are among its central motifs. In the next paragraphs, we discuss why
Biosphere reserves do not succeed in occupying the cultural landscape narrative.

3.2.2. Biosphere Reserves as Innovative Places

The conceptual development of biosphere reserves is centralised at the UNESCO
level, with scientists and practitioners from member countries involved in these processes.
In defining biosphere reserves as model regions for sustainable development UNESCO
emphasises the aspect of innovation and change. UNESCO’s vision statement reads:
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“Our vision is a world where people are conscious of their common future and
interaction with our planet, and act collectively and responsibly to build thriving societies
in harmony within the biosphere“ [79], while the mission statement clarifies how this
should be achieved: „particularly through exploring and testing policies, technologies,
and innovations for the sustainable management of biodiversity and natural resources and
mitigation and adaptation to climate change“ [79].

The conceptual positioning of biosphere reserves on the part of UNESCO is incorpo-
rated at least to some degree into the communication and self-descriptions of the individual
biosphere reserves and is reproduced by them. This opens up a field of narrative tension be-
tween conservation and innovation. In practice, particularly the connection of (traditional)
cultural landscape to landscape changes in general and to the topic of climate change and
new technologies (e.g., renewable energies) is difficult to reconcile. This also applies to the
aforementioned East German biosphere reserves. To this day, they exclude the installation
of wind turbines, for example.

3.2.3. The “Thing“ with the Reserve

While the term national park has simply been adopted worldwide, many stakeholders
in biosphere reserves apparently feel the need to find other terms to concretise and describe
what is meant. The term “reserve” is usually not associated with “development” in
languages that use the same word root, and sometimes even has negative connotations.
For this reason, the term has been partially or completely replaced by other terms such
as “region” or “park” in some countries [91]. The word “biosphere” is also less familiar
than the terms “national” or “natural”. Biosphere reserves are described as “Learning Sites
for Sustainable Development” and “Learning Places for Sustainable Development” [85].
According to the mission statement, the primary goal is to “Develop and strengthen models
of sustainable development” [92]. In Germany, the description as a “model region for
sustainable development” is widespread. The German UNESCO Commission combines
both and describes biosphere reserves as model regions and learning sites for sustainable
development [93]. The terms ‘learning site for SD’ and ‘model (region) for SD’ may
conceptually overlap or complement each other well, yet they can also be interpreted
differently. In view of this linguistic struggle of the concept, it is at least questionable how
the public is supposed to develop an intuitive positive perception and understanding of
biosphere reserves similar to those of national parks.

3.2.4. How Can the Narrative of Biosphere Reserves Be Characterised and Does It Fulfil the
Above-Mentioned Success Factors for Narratives?

A biosphere reserve narrative is more difficult to localise than is the case with national
parks. This is due to the tension between innovation, which the concept emphasises,
and the conservation of tradition and cultural landscape, which is of great importance
for many biosphere reserves. At the UNESCO level, the idea of a biosphere reserve has
been conceptually developed. According to this, the following statements constitute the
biosphere reserves narrative:

• Biosphere reserves stand for sustainable development.
• Biosphere reserves stand for landscapes used by people.
• Biosphere reserves stand for participation and local solutions.
• Biosphere reserves stand for international cooperation.

In the visual language of both UNESCO and many biosphere reserves, the aspect
of tradition is often emphasised. Biosphere reserves are then narrated as traditional
cultural landscapes.

• From this perspective, biosphere reserves stand for tradition and cultural landscapes.

While the cultural landscape narrative can be connected to many positively connoted
stereotypes [89], this is less the case with the narrative communication of the conceptual
dimensions. The problem structure here is initially the same as in the national park concept,
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but the proposed solution is more complex: As a reaction to man-made environmental
problems not only are particularly valuable sections of nature to be placed under protection
but also new sustainable forms of economic activity and social and cultural development are
to be promoted. At the same time, the cultural landscape ideal demands the preservation
of traditions and inherited landscape forms (Figure 3). Addressing these conflicts between
tradition and change is much more difficult to communicate (communicability) than the
cultural landscape narrative on its own.
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The biosphere reserve concept also has a great openness, but this is arbitrarily large,
as almost everything can be associated with sustainable development (openness and
ambiguity). An unclear position between change (model region) and tradition (cultural
landscape) makes it more difficult to grasp what constitutes biosphere reserves, in contrast
to national parks, which stand for sublime nature. UNESCO’s communication, for example,
relies on best-practice examples to illustrate the work of biosphere reserves. Two unique
selling points of biosphere reserves are (1) the objective of combining protection and
development and (2) the cooperation in an international network. Both are not explicitly
narrated. The international network, with more than 700 biosphere reserves, certainly
contains a large number of culturally bound, different understandings of sustainability.
However, these are not explicitly communicated and do not seem to engage in a dialogue
with each other.

4. Discussion
4.1. Which Narrative for Protected Areas and Sustainable Development?

We argue that analysing narratives can broaden our understanding of protected areas.
Designating a protected area always entails an interpretation of space. Such an interpre-
tation needs to be embedded in a larger context of meaning in order to be relatable and
understandable. We started with the observation that the national park’s narrative seems
to be more successful than one of biosphere reserves. National parks build on the human-
nature dichotomy and present an easy-to-understand answer to current environmental
problems: the demarcation of spaces where nature can recover. This narrative is obviously
intelligible to many people.

Biosphere reserves tackle similar environmental problems but try to overcome the
human-nature dichotomy with a participatory design of a model region for sustainable
development. While national parks were often implemented in a top-down manner, this is
not promising when trying to implement the development function of biosphere reserves.
In order to foster sustainable social, cultural, and economic development, people must be
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mobilised around a common vision and ideally develop this vision together. Biosphere
reserves are characterised by a high degree of governance fragmentation, especially regard-
ing their unique selling proposition, the Transition Area, and their development function.
This conceptual circumstance makes it more difficult to speak with one voice and thus also
affects the shaping of narratives. At the same time, biosphere reserves are more dependent
on public perception than purely protected areas for two reasons:

1. They must mobilise communities.
2. They need to be visible politically in order to receive support and funding and be

taken into account in the implementation of other relevant policies.

Therefore, biosphere reserves need a clear, understandable, and unifying narrative.
In contrast to national parks, biosphere reserves cannot be positioned as extraordinary
spaces. The concept aims at the local design of concrete solutions for current challenges.
While national parks represent extraordinary (tourist) experiences and symbolise a counter-
world to civilisation, biosphere reserves, at least conceptually to a certain extent, represent
everyday life that needs to be changed.

Is the narrative problem that sustainable development as a guiding principle is less
clearly defined and hence communicable than nature? Should biosphere reserves as
learning sites for sustainable development start with a common vision of sustainable
development? In many discussions, this is where any unambiguity ends [94]. For example,
technology-oriented understandings of sustainability often have little in common with
sufficiency-oriented ideas of sustainability [95]: While nuclear power represents all that
is bad for some, for others it is a key technology in the fight against global warming. The
national park narrative shows that the question of what is to be understood as “nature”
cannot be definitively clarified here either. In national parks, too, there are conflicts about
the “right” management, which arise from the openness of the concept of “nature” and
mostly revolve around the evaluation of human intervention in nature. These debates
are complicated, for example, by anthropogenic climate change and the emergence of
invasive species [8]. Despite the unambiguous slogan, there are numerous indications
that the management of national parks takes all these ambiguities into account and, for
example, is more differentiated with regard to the protection of rare species than a catchy
and simple slogan might suggest [8,30]. A successful narrative will not be made the maxim
of every single decision of an operational process. Compared to biosphere reserves, these
conceptual struggles remarkably do not seem to have a negative influence on the narrative
of national parks. They retain the narrative advantage of unambiguity and stand for
the protection of nature from humans. The combination of several goals is always more
difficult to communicate than the focus on a single task, no matter how complicated this
task may be in practice.

4.2. How to Innovate and Preserve Tradition at the Same Time?

Biosphere reserves often position themselves as cultural landscapes. Here, traditions
are emphasised and the image of symbiosis between humans and nature is drawn. This
idea of a symbiosis of humans and nature, or alternatively of harmony between humans
and nature, is a powerful narrative. It is questionable why it has not led to greater aware-
ness of biosphere reserves. Possibly the less pronounced tangibility of biosphere reserves
is an important factor. The national park narrative is arguably gaining popularity due
to the media representation of national parks as experiential spaces and the legibility of
the landscape through parkification, which every visitor experiences on site. In addition,
biosphere reserves are permanently confronted with the difficult task of clarifying what
development and conservation should mean for their respective areas. Apparently, this
makes creating a coherent narrative difficult. We will illustrate this aspect with the example
of renewable energies. A core issue in any current debate on sustainable development is en-
ergy supply, as the use of fossil fuels has been identified as the first cause of anthropogenic
climate change. Renewable energies are therefore a central aspect of sustainable develop-
ment. But how do biosphere reserves position themselves on renewable energies? On the
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UNESCO homepage, a strategy paper of the Austrian MAB Committees is presented as
“good practice” on the topic [96]. However, the content of this paper focuses less on the
possibilities of actively promoting renewable energies in biosphere reserves than on setting
guard rails for their expansion [97]. The fact that such an evasive thematising of a core issue
for sustainable development is considered a good practice example, illustrates the difficulty
of integrating the issue into a catchy narrative for biosphere reserves. The integration of
new structures into landscapes is a great challenge that leads to conflicts [98–100] and
has to be shaped [101]. Transformation processes bring conflicts with them [102]. The
trade-offs between the individual Sustainable Development Goals have been described in
detail [103,104]. On the one hand, the fact that the SDGs are not based on a coherent vision
of sustainability does not make things any easier for biosphere reserves. On the other
hand, conflicting goals are part of every development process; their existence is therefore
not surprising.

As model regions and learning sites for sustainable development, ignoring the most
difficult issues is not a viable option. Shouldn’t it be precisely in biosphere reserves where
conflicts over land use are addressed and where innovative forms of renewable energy
are promoted, and the energy transition is shaped in a participatory way? However, we
do not accuse biosphere reserves of inaction. In order to function as a platform for such
fundamental social negotiation processes, protected areas would have to be integrated into
other policies. Büscher and Fletcher in this sense propose an evolution from protected areas
to “promoted areas” [105]. The idea of Büscher and Fletcher is far-reaching, as they think
of nature conservation in protected areas to be in close connection with consumerism and
general power relations in society. It follows from their considerations that “promoted ar-
eas”, in order to fulfil their functions sustainably, must not only be respected by all relevant
policies but must also encourage genuine participation through democratic processes as
well as equitable participation in the values generated by the promoted areas are essential.

If biosphere reserves are narrated as cultural landscapes and as a symbiosis of humans
and nature, they also stand for the rural. This could explain why the topic of urbanisation
plays such a small role in the world network of biosphere reserves even though many of
the European biosphere reserves comprise urban areas [106]. Urban spaces are traditionally
associated with innovation, change, and diversity. Did the cultural landscape motif prevent
UNESCO’s MAB programme from addressing the issue of urbanisation? The concept of
extended urbanisation [107] has also not yet been taken up in the narrative of biosphere
reserves. Extended urbanisation refers to the fact that urban metabolisms (material flows),
infrastructures, value chains, and ideas (protected areas) are also increasingly shaping rural
areas [107,108]. As urbanisation continues, so will its influence on rural areas. No world
network of model regions for sustainable development can be complete without integrating
the aspect of urbanisation. For protected areas, the “ecosystem approach” is often a central
conceptual starting point. Especially with regard to the development function of biosphere
reserves, a “social system approach” would also be necessary under the impression of
extended urbanisation, which includes factors such as value chains, commuter traffic, and
infrastructures. But how can the political weight of integrative protected area concepts
be increased if they (along with their goals) are not embedded in a larger context of
meaning in a generally comprehensible way? From our perspective, narratives provide
this embedding. Therefore, we argue for the need for a fundamental engagement with
protected area narratives, as this enables us to understand how protected area concepts are
embedded in a larger context of meaning. It is from such an embedding that the meaning
attached to protected areas emerges and from this, their transformative power. Hence, if
we want to foster integrative protected area concepts, we need to understand and create
intriguing narratives for protected areas that provide visions of what a responsible human
position in nature can look like.
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5. Conclusions

Following West et al., protected areas are understood as a conceptualisation of the
human-nature relationship [2]. When designating a protected area, a space is always
delimited and goals for the development or conservation of this space are defined. We
use the term “narrative” to describe the communicative embedding of the protected
area and its concept in a larger context of meaning. In addition to the protected area
administration, other actors are constantly involved in such narratives—such as scientists,
artists, journalists, or even visitors who publish their experiences and photos on social
media channels and thus achieve a social resonance. Narratives that have a broad impact
cannot, therefore, be completely controlled by one or a few actors. A look at the historical
development of the national park concept illustrates this aspect. Spiritual quest, artistic
representation, tourist interest, and political symbolism are closely interwoven here, and
it is in these interactions that the meaning of national parks emerged as a result of social
processes. From the perspective of social science landscape research [1,19,20,33], the
interpretation of protected areas with narratives can be understood as a social construction
of landscape. There has been little research on the narratives of protected areas and their
effectiveness, but a social science perspective on landscape suggests that protected areas
are also, and perhaps primarily, narratives for a space. As such, they can have the greatest
impact if they are easily understandable and relatable.

National parks offer an easily understandable solution to ecological crisis: a space
where nature has priority and can recover. This unambiguity is largely communicative
because, firstly, conflicts about the proper management of nature also play out in national
parks. Trade-offs are common here and well documented. The development of protected
area objectives is a mirror of social and scientific developments, and realignments of objec-
tives are not uncommon in national park history. In addition, many national parks are also
involved in tourism and regional development, i.e., they do not only fulfil nature conserva-
tion tasks. However, they do interpret space unambiguously in terms of communication;
they demarcate a space in which nature has priority.

Biosphere reserves pursue an integrative approach—they aim to combine nature
conservation with sustainable social, cultural, and economic development. In practice,
biosphere reserves are caught between two narratives that are not always easy to connect.
Conceptually, as model and learning sites they stand for change and transformation. At
the same time, the preservation of cultural landscapes with their traditions and traditional
forms of land use and production, and not least their biodiversity, is of great importance.
So, what could be the contribution of a study of narratives to the understanding of the
problem and to the further development of integrative protected area concepts? Managers
of biosphere reserves are confronted with a high degree of governance fragmentation in
their Transition Areas and on the issue of development, and the concerns of biosphere
reserves are often given too little consideration in the design of other relevant policies.
Since regional social, cultural, and economic development cannot be decreed but emerges
through the interaction of different actors, the high degree of governance fragmentation
will not disappear, but will remain a constituent feature of biosphere reserves, especially in
Transition Areas. Biosphere reserves need a common narrative that creates identity. Without
public and political attention, biosphere reserves cannot become “promoted areas” [105],
i.e., areas whose objectives are not only taken into account by other policies, but are actively
promoted. A common narrative becomes easier if it can connect to regional identities,
traditions, and feelings of belonging. Regional identities can be a starting point, but they
should also be critically questioned. Identities can emphasise inclusion or exclusion [47].
Questions of urbanisation, migration, integration, and living together are key challenges
for a just coexistence and hence should be addressed in a network of model regions for
sustainable development. The world network of UNESCO biosphere reserves would also
be the right place for an active debate on the diversity of different understandings of
sustainability that certainly exists, conducted, and narrated on the basis of historical and
innovative examples.
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